
Thursday 16 th August 2012 

D-7 

I began to write this post at 9.46 p.m. CET – 3.46 p.m. EST. In exactly one week, I will be somewhere on the 

Island of Montreal. Let’s repeat it:1 

IN ONE WEEK, I WILL BE IN MONTREAL! 

D-10 reminds us that speaking about an exchange year before leaving might be nonsense. And according to J-

31, D-7 needs to give facts in order to be meaningful. So I will show a fact right now: 

 

 

I. Vincent 

A. The picture 

As he was journeying in Montreal, Vincent D.2 sent me this photo on my Facebook timeline (few minutes ago). It 

shows the main entrance of McGill University, on Sherbrooke Street West. 

B. A piece of advise 

Unlike me, Vincent came in Canada in early August. Prospective 3As, please follow Vincent’s example (and not 

mine): 

- During August, Vincent traveled in Ontario and Quebec before moving in Toronto. You must know that 

calendars of Canadian universities do not allow trips during academic terms3. So enjoy August (or May…). 

- Though Vincent solved the issue of housing and got his Canadian bank account before leaving France, I 

think that it is pretty easy to solve these issues when you come in Canada. For example I would not 

                                                      
1 Be careful: in some extent the font height may surprise. 
2 Vincent D. is from Sciences Po (Paris, France) and he will be an exchange student in the University of Toronto. He has also 

a WordPress blog about his 3A in Toronto: ‘Du Riz à Toronto’ http://grosdesryfromtorontowithlove.wordpress.com/ 
3 There is no break in Fall term (September to December) and a ‘reading week’ in Winter term (January to April).  

http://migratorymartlet.wordpress.com/2012/08/13/d-10/
http://migratorymartlet.wordpress.com/2012/07/23/j-31-d-31/
http://migratorymartlet.wordpress.com/2012/07/23/j-31-d-31/
http://grosdesryfromtorontowithlove.wordpress.com/
http://grosdesryfromtorontowithlove.wordpress.com/2012/08/09/road-trip/
http://www.mcgill.ca/files/importantdates/Calendar_Academic_Dates_2012_13.pdf
http://grosdesryfromtorontowithlove.wordpress.com/


accept an apartment unless I viewed it before; how can I view apartments from France? Furthermore, 

most Canadian banks create your account and give you a debit card in the same day (I created my 

Canadian account from France but it takes a very long time…). 

- International Office of Sciences Po does not invite you to do so, but 

some students come with their parents in the town of their university. 

Parents could help you finding housing, or solve administrative tasks… 

and they only need their passport if they are French citizens.4 

 

As a Sciences Po student, I use to write articles in 2 sections and 4 subsections 

(and this skill seems to be almost useless in McGill). Thus here are 2 sections 

and 4 subsections. 

II. McGill students 

A. James Wilson 

I did not watch each episode of House M.D. thus I have just learnt the following 

information. James Wilson and I  have a common feature. But… I do not have a 

extremely complicated sentimental life, I do not share either an apartment with 

House, and I am not either an oncologist. 

In fact, Wilson studied in McGill; and I will study in McGill. I must concede that 

he is only a fictional McGillian. You do not need to believe me; you only have to 

check it online: in this Web page and in this other Web page. 

B. An undergraduate student can be a MP 

Five McGill students are Members of the House of Commons. Four of them were undergraduate students of the 

Faculty of Arts when they were elected in 2011; they were all under 22 and they belong to the leftist New 

Democratic Party.5 You can check their Internet profile: Laurin Liu, Mylène Freeman, Matthew Dubé and 

Charmaine Borg. 

 

My two parts hardly have connection each other. Too bad! 

Conclusion should not repeat the body of the article but has to enlarge thoughts. Let’s open the window and care 

about weather: 

 
PW 

                                                      
4 As far as I am concerned, I will go in Montreal alone. No parents with me. 
5 In France, there is only 1 MP who is below 20: Marion Maréchal-Le Pen was elected in June 2012 in the 3rd constituency of 

Vaucluse. She belongs to the ‘Front National’, a far-right nationalist party… nothing in common with the NDP!  

http://publications.mcgill.ca/mcgillnews/2010/05/15/make-believe-mcgillies/
http://www.mcgill.ca/about/history/features/fictional-mcgillians
http://www.parl.gc.ca/parlinfo/Files/Parliamentarian.aspx?Item=013eb624-68a5-402e-ac65-6ff6062ad8b9&Section=ALL&Language=E
http://www.parl.gc.ca/parlinfo/Files/Parliamentarian.aspx?Item=55172f1a-bf5e-4faf-b82c-d1c065d201bf&Section=ALL&Language=E
http://www.parl.gc.ca/parlinfo/Files/Parliamentarian.aspx?Item=78336f0e-962c-47d2-a5b8-b59a26592789&Section=ALL&Language=E
http://www.parl.gc.ca/parlinfo/Files/Parliamentarian.aspx?Item=675e2559-11e0-4951-8755-03ffbc1a6d0d&Section=ALL&Language=F
http://problemesdesciencespistes.tumblr.com/post/8210272216/problemesdesciencespistes

